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“A must-have for all serious bread bakers; an instant classic.”—Peter Reinhart, author of Bread

RevolutionTrue rye bread—the kind that stands at the center of northern and eastern

European food culture—is something very special. With over 70 classic recipes, The Rye

Baker introduces bakers to the rich world of rye bread from both the old world and the new.

Award-winning author Stanley Ginsberg presents recipes spanning from the immigrant breads

of America to rustic French pains de seigle, the earthy ryes of Alpine Austria and upper Italy,

the crackly knäckebröds of Scandinavia, and the diverse breads of Germany, the Baltic

countries, Poland, and Russia. Readers will discover dark, sour classic Russian Borodinsky;

orange and molasses-infused Swedish Gotländ Rye; nearly black Westphalian Pumpernickel,

which gets its musky sweetness from a 24-hour bake; traditional Old Milwaukee Rye; and

bright, caraway-infused Austrian Country BouleRounding out this treasury are reader-friendly

chapters on rye’s history, unique chemistry, and centuries-old baking methods. Advanced

bakers will relish Stanley’s methods, ingredients, and carefully sourced recipes, while

beginning bakers will delight in his clear descriptions of baking fundamentals. The Rye Baker is

the definitive resource for home bakers and professionals alike.
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Kat L, “Gorgeous and deeply informative - the essential guide to baking with rye. The Rye

Baker is an utterly beautiful, well-researched treasure of a cookbook on baking rye breads.

This book will open up a whole new world to any reader. I read and own a lot of bread baking

books, and I've never seen anything approaching the level of detail and variety found in Stanley

Ginsberg's book. He has clearly done an exceptional amount of research into the use of rye as

an ingredient in baking, both contemporary and historically throughout Europe and the US.

From well-known favorites like Boston Brown Bread and Jewish Bakery Pumpernickel to

regional specialties like Slow-Baked Frisian Rye (Holland), South Tyrolean Christmas Zelten

(Italy), Sauerkraut Bread (Germany), Normandy Apple Cider Rye (France), Riga Rye (Latvia),

Ginger-Plum Bread (Germany) and Yogurt Rye (Poland), this book explores the stunning

variety of breads made with rye.Importantly, all of the recipes and explanations are

accompanied by measurements in grams, ounces, volume, and baker's percentages. The

handful of comparisons I've made while starting to bake from this book indicate that the

conversions are correctly done between weights and volumes.This book starts with an brief

introduction to how this book came into being, the history of rye in agriculture and food, a very

comprehensive section on ingredients, including US-Europe flour equivalencies and a

breakdown of their protein and moisture content. This section is packed with concise but key

information on the roles of salt, sweeteners, spices and herbs, leavening, yeast, liquids, and

other mix-ins like fruits and seeds. This section also walks you through starting and

maintaining a rye sourdough culture.Following the introduction, there's an in-depth chapter on

understanding the terminology and techniques used in these recipes - "Nine steps to great rye

bread". This section covers things like why and how different types of preferments are used,

the importance of accurate measurements and scaling, benching the dough, etc. Even if you

are an experienced baker, this section contains lots of interesting details about how baking with

rye works and the rationale behind some of the different techniques.An equipment section

follows the "Nine steps", and again, Stanley goes into a lot of detail about the roles of specific

equipment (like proofing baskets, steam pans, and baking stones) in turning out a great loaf of

rye bread. This chapter concludes with a short section on cooling and storage.The recipes

themselves are split into Immigrant Bread (America), the Essential Loaf (France and Spain),

Robust and Complex (Holland, Denmark, and Northern Germany), Sweet and Crisp (Sweden,

Finland, and Iceland), Aromatic and Flavorful (Bavaria, Switzerland, Austria, and Italy), Dark



and Intense (Russia and the Baltics), Tender and Piquant (Southern Poland), and Rich and

Varied (Central and Southwestern Germany).While a lot of the recipes make use of a starter or

preferment, there are plenty of recipes that look delicious and take very little advance notice. I

just got this tonight and my loaf of Spiced Honey Rye (France) is already cooled and ready to

eat. It smells and tastes utterly amazing. If I were to bookmark all the recipes I want to make

from this book, I would flag almost every page. There's so much knowledge and diversity of rye-

based recipes in here, this bread book will be a great resource for anyone (home baker or

professional) who enjoys baking bread.”

claudia, “A journey through rye. The Rye Baker is one of the best recipe books I possess. Not

only it features a wealth of foolproof, perfectly detailed and beautifully photographed rye bread

recipes, but it provides readers with extensive information on the history, geography, science

and culture of rye. So, not just a recipe book, but an atlas, an encyclopedia, a coffee table book

and conversation starter. Above all, The Rye Baker is an ode to the rye grain, aptly described

as 'the unruly weed', beginning with the author's personal experience of rye as cultural heritage

and continuing through a journey of discovery spanning continents and centuries. The bridge

The Rye Baker offers to the often lost rye tradition, makes it particularly resonant with those

people, such as myself, who count rye as integral part of their cultural heritage, but who may

have been removed from it through migration, or simply the passing of people and time. To the

curious, amateur home baker, the book offers the opportunity to master the often obscure

ingredients and techniques of rye baking: rye sours, sponges, scalds, meals, flours, malts and

spices. Through the author expert and clear guidance, even the most inexperienced or

disillusioned baker will achieve visually attractive, texturally complex and subtly tasty loaves,

making of flat, dense and unappealing 'rye bricks' a thing of the past. A word of warning for UK

bakers: nearly all recipes require the use of Medium rye flour, which is rather difficult to come

by in this country. A home grain mill should sort this problem. Otherwise, look in online

marketplaces!”

D. Panchal, “A reference for how bakery books should be written.. This is quite simply the best

book on baking I have ever read and own. Well written with lots of detail and explanations.

Measurements are given in both imperial and metric. Techniques are well defined. Absolutely

recommend purchasing!”

littleredhen, “Best book o Rye baking ever.. love this book - probably the best book about rye

baking that I have come across - and is helping me see where I might be going wrong - I bake

all my own bread and have had such problems for instance finding a recipe for pumpernickel

that is not full of all sorts of strange things.”

countessofmasa, “Unique book. One of the best books on rye sourdough I have ever

encountered. Written in a very organized manner. Selection of recipes is very unique.

Everything I made out of this book was a huge success so far and I am still a very novice

person when it comes to sourdough baking. Thank you to the author. I have always wanted to

find a book specializing on rye bread and this is the best I have discovered so far. Might buy

again to give as a gift. Suitable for novice and advanced baker.”

The book by Stanley Ginsberg has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 264 people have provided feedback.
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